
 
SAVING OUR RAREST FOREST BIRD –  

The Orange Fronted Kākāriki 
 
Toi Toi Wine is contributing from every bottle of wine sold to help save our critically 
threatened native Orange Fronted Parakeet/Kākāriki 
 
The Orange-fronted parakeets, or kākāriki karaka, are small forest-dwelling budgerigar 
sized birds which have the greatest chance of extinction. They are small, green, long-tailed 
parakeets with a bluish tint to their plumage, and azure blue on their outer primaries and 
primary coverts.  The crown is lemon yellow, and the frontal band above the eyes is 
orange, as are patches on either side of the rump. Colours tend to be brighter in males.  
 
Population: 100–300 
New Zealand status: Endemic 
Conservation status: Threatened–Nationally Critical 
Risk: Predation from rats, stoats, possums and cats 
Found in: Three alpine beech forest valleys in Canterbury: the Hawdon, Poulter and 
Hurunui Valleys 
 

 
 
Orange-fronted parakeet. Adult. Hawdon Valley, Arthur's Pass, September 2017. Image © Ben Weatherley 



 
Adult Orange-fronted parakeet -side profile. Canterbury, September 2013. Image © Glenda Rees 

 
The Definition of Threatened 
• Nationally Critical: most severely threatened, facing an immediate high risk of 

extinction. 
• Nationally Endangered: facing high risk of extinction in the short term. 
• Nationally Vulnerable: facing a risk of extinction in the medium term. 
Relationship of NZTCS categories 

  

Orange-fronted parakeet (left) are 
similar to the yellow-crowned parakeet 
(right) 



 
 
Current Populations 
Reports from the 1800s show that orange-fronted parakeets were once found throughout 
New Zealand. However, their distribution has reduced dramatically over the last century 
and the orange-fronted parakeet is now our rarest parakeet and forest bird in New 
Zealand. 

The remaining populations are all within a 30 km radius in beech forests of upland valleys 
within Arthur’s Pass National Park and Lake Sumner Forest Park in Canterbury, South 
Island. The easiest place to see them, although still difficult, is in the Hawdon valley in 
Arthur’s Pass National Park. 

Although kākāriki karaka are now confined to these few valleys, historic records suggest 
that in the later years of the 1800s, when beech seed was bountiful during mast years, the 
parakeets would have a breeding boom and disperse onto the Canterbury Plains. 

Threats 
Introduced predators and habitat destruction are the main reasons for decline. Predators 
like stoats and rats are excellent hunters both on the ground and in trees and prey on 
parakeets as they nest and roost in tree holes. Eggs and nestlings are also preyed on by 
possums, and cats love catching unsuspecting fledglings. 

Orange-fronted parakeets are especially at risk from rat and stoat plagues caused by 
beech forest seeding or masts. 85% of one valley population was lost due to a single rat 
plague in 2001. 

 



Orange-fronted parakeet. Adult male (left) and female in captivity. Isaacs Wildlife Trust, Christchurch. Image 
© John Kearvell by John Kearvell 
Vast areas of native forest have been felled or burnt off by humans, decreasing the area 
available for parakeets. Possums, deer and stock add to the problem by browsing on 
plants and changing the forest structure. 

 

Predator control 
DOC protects orange-fronted parakeets through its Battle for our Birds predator control 
programme. This includes extensive trap lines and aerial 1080 poison when rodent 
numbers rise to potentially damaging levels. 1080 poison is used to protect birds in New 
Zealand and to maintain the health of forest ecosystems. 
 
Nine parakeet nests in the Maruia valley were monitored though a 1080 operation 
designed to suppress a rat plague in November 2009. One nest was eaten by either a rat 
or a stoat but the other eight were fine. Without 1080 we would have no viable orange-
fronted parakeet populations left on the mainland. 

In places where 1080 has not been used to stop rat plagues, entire populations of 
parakeets have been destroyed by predators. 

Research and monitoring 
DOC aims to ensure the survival of orange-fronted parakeets both on the mainland and on 
predator-free islands. All known populations are closely monitored. Research focuses on 
their breeding by doing nest searches and inspecting the nest holes for their level of 
fledging success. 

They intensively monitor and control rats, stoats and possums to keep numbers to low 
levels. Monitoring of predator numbers is undertaken year-round and sites are intensively 
monitored during beech masts years when rat plagues are likely to occur. 

 

 
Lucy Garrett checking an active nest, Poulter Valley  Image: John Kearvell 



 
Captive Breeding Programme 
DOC works in partnership with The Isaacs Conservation and Wildlife Trust in Christchurch 
to raise orange-fronted parakeets in captivity. 

A captive breeding programme was started in 2003, when eggs were taken from the wild 
and foster birds successfully raised the off-spring. Since then The Isaac Conservation and 
Wildlife Trust has bred and raised more than 400 orange-fronted parakeets for release on 
predator-free islands and back into Canterbury valleys. We also harvest eggs from the wild 
to maintain the genetic diversity of the parakeet population. 

Captive-reared birds have now been released on four offshore islands 

 
Orange-fronted parakeet release at Blumine Island  Image: Bill Cash 
 



Mega Mast Event in 2019 

New Zealand’s beech and rimu forests are producing large amounts of seed in 2019. It’s 
being called a mega mast (seeding). 

DOC’s sampling of beech and rimu trees in February and March has confirmed a 
widespread and heavy beech and rimu mast throughout most of New Zealand.  

Our scientists have predicted it’s the biggest beech mast since 1975 based on an analysis 
of climate records and what’s known about the link between climate and seeding. 

When beech forests seed heavily, they can produce up to 15,000 seeds per square metre 
or 250 kg of seeds per hectare.  

DOC has been sampling beech and rimu forests since 2011 to measure the size of 
forecast mast events and inform planning for predator control. This year a DOC team 
snipped branches by helicopter from more than 8000 beech and rimu trees at nearly 200 
sites across the country in the sampling programme. They also checked some 1000 
tussock plants at 63 sites. 

Back at the office, workers processed more than 43,000 beech and rimu samples and 
counted over three million seed pods. 

This year our scientists found beech forests around the country are seeding with 
particularly heavy seeding in the South Island and a mix of moderate to heavy seeding in 
the North Island. Tussock grasslands in the South Island are also producing lots of seed. 

Fruiting in South Island rimu forests is also heavy and exceptionally so on Stewart 
Island/Rakiura and in the Catlins and Taramakau valley on the West Coast. In the North 
Island rimu fruiting is more variable. 

 

Possible Predator Explosion 

A mega mast seeding provides a bounty of food for native insects and birds but also for 
rodents, whose populations can expand rapidly and fuel an explosion of stoat numbers. 
Once the seeds have been eaten, the predators turn their attention to the birds and 
insects, and in 2001, 85% of one orange fronted kākāriki population was decimated by a 
rat plague. 

We need all your support to make sure this does not happen again.  

Toi Toi will contribute from every bottle of wine sold for predator control in the 
Canterbury Valleys to protect our native Kākāriki  Karaka.   

http://nzbirdsonline.org.nz/species/orange-fronted-parakeet 

http://nzbirdsonline.org.nz/sites/all/files/06%20Track%206.mp3 

Chatter call of two adults 



 

Orange-fronted parakeet. Clutch of 3 eggs. Isaacs Wildlife Trust, April 2012. Image © John Kearvell 

 
Orange-fronted parakeet. Mixed pair orange-fronted parakeet female (3-4 months old, left) with yellow-
crowned parakeet male (right). South Branch Hurunui, December 2015. Image © Corey Connor 


